The Ten-a gene of Drosophila melanogaster encodes several alternative variants of a full length member of the Odz/Tenm protein family. A number of Ten-a mutants created by inexact excisions of a resident P-element insertion are embryonic lethal, but show no pair-rule phenotype. In contrast, these mutants, and deficiencies removing Ten-a, do enhance the segmentation phenotype of a weak allele of the paralog gene odz (or Ten-m) to the odz amorphic phenotype. Germ line clone derived Ten-a À embryos display a pair-rule phenotype which phenocopies that of odz. Post segmentation eye patterning phenotypes of Ten-a mutants establish it as a pleiotropic patterning co-partner of odz.
Introduction
Three major animal phyla are composed of species whose body patterns are built on a segmental, or metameric, body plan: arthropods; annelids; and vertebrates. Advances have recently been made towards a genetic and molecular understanding of segmentation in vertebrates, annelids, and a number of disparate models in arthropods (see Seaver, 2003; Peel, 2004) . However, the paradigm best delineated is the segmentation of the fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster, whose genetic and molecular bases have been very extensively defined. Zygotic gene mutations established the framework for elucidating the anterior-posterior (A-P) segmentation hierarchical cascade, clustering into gap, pair-rule, and segment polarity gene activities (Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980) . Development and use of the ovo-D based germ line clone system inaugurated systematic approaches for identifying additional essential segmentation genes whose maternal contributions caused them to be previously overlooked (e.g. Chou and Perrimon, 1996; Perrimon et al., 1996; Hacker et al., 1997; Daubresse et al., 1999) .
Unlike other pair-rule (P-R) genes, the Drosophila zygotic P-R gene odd Oz (odz or Ten-m) encodes a membrane anchored cell surface protein, and not an obvious transcription factor (Levine et al., 1994; Baumgartner et al., 1994) . This protein is the archetype of a family of genes found in all bilaterian metazoans (e.g. Wilson et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1998; Oohashi et al., 1999; Otaki and Firestein, 1999; Rubin et al., 1999; Mieda et al., 1999; Ben Zur et al., 2000) , with many indications that it is involved in patterning. These appear to be receptor like proteins, with discordant yet convergent evidence that discrete domains of the proteins might be processed into elements involved in transcription (Bagutti et al., 2003; Dgany and Wides, 2002) . The first phenotypes for nonDrosophilan Odz/Tenm mutations were recently described, further supporting this family's requirement for proper patterning and development. Phenotypes of mouse Odz4 mutations include failure in gastrulation and somite formation, and a small deletion of the C. elegans ortholog, Ten1, leads to early embryo arrest and gonadal defects (Lossie et al., 2005; Drabikowski et al., 2005) .
Ten-a was initially identified as a gene encoding a relatively short protein with EGF-like repeats at its C-terminus (Baumgartner and Chiquet-Ehrismann, 1993) . Genomic sequence made it clear that the D. melanogaster genome project Ten-a gene model (Adams et al., 2000) , once 'merged' with gene model annotations lying adjacent and 'downstream' to Ten-a on the X chromosome (gene annotations CG2590 and CG2578), constitutes a full length gene paralog of Ten-m/odz. An examination of cDNAs verified that a Ten-a transcript exists that encodes a full length 300 kDa protein of the Odz/Tenm family, with 48% amino acid similarity to Drosophila odz (Fascetti and Baumgartner, 2002) . A number of the expression sites of Ten-a in embryos suggest extensive overlap with odz expression.
We have established that the Ten-a gene extends yet further in the 5 0 direction than previously documented, and that a fly line exists with a viable P-element transposon insertion (Bellen et al., 2004) within a Ten-a intron. On mobilization of that P-element, we have created Ten-a mutations, including zygotic lethals. These mutations enhance odz mutant segmentation phenotypes. Removal of maternal Ten-a contribution in mutants revealed a Ten-a P-R phenotype in the same register as that of odz/ Ten-m. Thus the Ten-a gene contributes to proper segmentation both zygotically and maternally. Post embryonic mis-patterning phenotypes further prove Ten-a to be a pleiotropic gene complementary, cooperative, and equipotent to odz.
Results

Ten-a includes previously unidentified 5
0 exons, alternative transcripts and proteins
The 10.2 kb Ten-a transcript of D. melanogaster previously described encodes a full length protein of the 'Teneurin' or 'Tenm/Odz' family (Fascetti and Baumgartner, 2002) . That reported transcript (Fig. 1B , transcript I; Accession X68794.2) includes 15 exons encoding all domains conserved in homologs of this family (Minet and Chiquet-Ehrismann 2000) . We carried out a survey of expression from genomic fragments around the Ten-a gene annotation (see below). We also carried out RT-PCRs focusing on the region upstream of Ten-a. A number of alternative splice variants of Ten-a from RT-PCRs were recovered and sequenced, including those that set back the 5 0 boundary defined for the gene upstream by 40 kb ( Fig. 1A and B ; for sequence accessions, see Section 4). The newly detected 5 0 exons overlap two short unsubstantiated genome project annotations, CG15733 and CG12720 (Adams et al., 2000) . These two annotations are adjacent and upstream to Ten-a on the same genomic DNA strand.
Based on the RT-PCR results, we have redefined the boundaries of the Ten-a gene, incorporating portions of CG15733, CG12720, and an additional intervening exon (exon 1d in Fig. 1A ) as new exons (Fig. 1B , transcripts IV-VIII). These additional exons have been renumbered as Ten-a exons 1a-d (Fig. 1A and B) .
While some of the extended transcripts utilize an open reading frame with a translation start site in exon 1e (Fig. 1B , transcripts IV and V), at least two alternative Ten-a conceptual proteins are translated from exon 1b onward (Fig. 1B , transcripts VI and VII). One additional alternative protein isoform initiates translation from an open reading frame that includes exon 1a, 1b, and beyond (Fig. 1B, transcript VIII) . Additional Ten-a protein variants exist that lack specific EGF repeats, while others exist that lack the N-terminal hydrophobic stretch, which can be considered either a transmembrane domain or a signal peptide (Fig. 1B, transcript III) . The existence of several variant Odz/Tenm protein isoforms has been reported for other metazoans (e.g. Otaki and Firestein, 1999; Lossie et al., 2005) , and is addressed below in Section 3.
The Ten-a alternative transcripts are expressed
To validate the new 5 0 boundary of the gene, we carried out three analyses to clarify whether these 5 0 exons are contiguous, substantially expressed, parts of Ten-a transcripts. First, developmental dot blots of total RNA using a comprehensive series of genomic fragment probes from throughout the upstream and 5 0 region of Ten-a verified that the putative exons are expressed (data not shown). Second, a series of semi-quantitative RT-PCRs were performed on embryonic RNA. The relative amounts of the products, all of which were of sizes consistent with spliced message templates rather than genomic templates, were compared to each other and to an rp49 message standard. According to these sequenced RT-PCR products produced using primers with similar efficiencies, the RNA from the 5 0 regions and from the body of the downstream coding regions were transcribed at comparable levels (Fig. 1C) . This indicates that the 5 0 regions are portions of significant abundant transcripts, and not of rare transcripts. Among these transcripts are those that are translated from the 5 0 exons through the downstream exons.
Third, probes representing the newly detected 5 0 exons, when used as in situ hybridization probes against Drosophila embryos, showed the same known patterns of expression obtained when using downstream, established, regions of the Ten-a gene as probes. One example is shown for the strong Ten-a expression in the embryonic central nervous system, detected by 5 0 exon, middle exon, and 3 0 exon probes (Fig. 1D, a-f ). The general CNS expression shown is prevalent for many genes, and could be explained away as a coincidence occurring for two separate, 5 0 and 3 0 genes. However, this CNS expression, including from downstream 3 0 exons, is lost in mutant embryos with lesions adjacent to exon 1d (see below, Fig. 2C ). These lines
of evidence support that bona fide Ten-a transcripts, and the Ten-a gene, extend approximately 40 kb upstream of the previously reported 5 0 gene border.
A viable P-element insertion in a 5
0 Ten-a intron was mobilized to create lethal mutations A P-element insertion in Ten-a's genomic region was generated in genome wide saturation projects (Bellen et al., 2004) . EY00353, this homozygous viable X chromosome insertion strain, has a P-element 613 bp upstream of exon 1d (Fig. 1A) . We mobilized this P-element with transposase to induce reversions, including inexact excisions (see Section 4). 32,000 chromosomes were screened, and balanced revertant lines were established from the 1800 females from which the w + -bearing P-element had been excised from the X chromosome. Fifty-seven of these w reversions were semi-viable mutations, and six were fully TGA  TGA   1  1  2  2 3  3  4  4 5  5 6  6 7  7 8  8 9  9  10  10  13  13 14  14  15  15  11  1112 12   Former  Former  CG12720  CG12720   Ten  Ten --a a (  (as CG32659  as AE014298.4 (gi: 113193577) , between its coordinates 12.08-12.23 mbp (million base pairs). The gene annotations are CG15733 (gray exon), CG12720 (black exons), and Ten-a (gray exons; CG32659 -as Accession X68794.2; Fascetti and Baumgartner, 2002) , all of which are transcribed in the same orientation. Numbering above the exons is as reported in the Drosophila genome project annotation. Exons of the now 'merged' gene (joining CG15733, CG12720, and Ten-a) are renumbered below each exon, as 1a-e of Ten-a. The position of the P-element insertion EY00353 is indicated by an inverted triangle. (B) Transcript structure is shown as derived from sequencing of a series of Ten-a RT-PCR products, and as verified by expression data. Portions of eight transcripts are shown, numbered as I-VIII. ATG start exons are marked at the five prime-most point of reading frames that read contiguously through all of the Ten-a protein for each transcript. (C) Semi-quantitative RT-PCR was performed to show the relative amounts of Ten-a transcript portions from different regions of the gene. Thirty cycles of RT-PCR amplification were performed using primers with similar efficiencies that yielded transcript fragments covering exons: 1a-b; 1e-2; 1b-c-2-3; and 4-5. The resultant RT dependent products, distinct from corresponding genomic expected size products, were quantitated by densitometry, normalized for the product's size (in bp), and also normalized for the amount of product of the rp49 internal loading control (see Section 4). By this criterion, the message sequences assessed were all expressed at levels within twofold of each other. (D) In situ hybridizations using extreme 5 0 exon, middle exon, and extreme 3 0 exon DIG DNA probes: in this case probes covering exon 1b (a,d), exons 4-5 (b,e), and exon 15 (c,f). All embryos are oriented headleft, tail-right, dorsal-top. The specific prominent, strongest, expression shown is in the central nervous system.
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lethal excisions. The molecular extents of these lesions were assessed by Southern analyses of DNA from adults (see Section 4). PCR products obtained using primers flanking the original insertion site of the P-element ( Fig. 2A ) corroborated, and further resolved, the extents of the lesions.
Most of the EY00353 revertants that showed reduced or no viability were due to P-element excisions that led to deletions, while a minority were created due to partial excisions of the element. 
PCR analyses appear schematically ( Fig. 2A) . The mutation most extensively displayed in phenotypic analyses (below) is Ten-a 367 , which is a lethal mutation with a 1.3 kb deletion extending in both directions from the insertion site.
EY00353 lethal revertants do not express Ten-a transcripts
Ten-a À fly strains carrying genetically marked GFP balancer chromosomes were created in order to identify male offspring embryos with the X chromosomes carrying Tena À alleles (see Section 4). Ten-a À male embryos, which display no GFP expression, and are therefore distinguishable from all other sibling offspring from these balanced lines, were separated from all other embryos at an early stage (5 h after egg-laying (ael)). The RNA of these populations was extracted and analyzed by RT-PCR to assess Ten-a transcript levels, using primers amplifying downstream exons common to all Ten-a transcripts. Two examples of replicons, whose sizes are specific for message based, and not genomic based, products, were: ''exons 4-5'', which encodes a portion of the EGF repeats; and ''exons 8-9'', which encodes a post-EGF domain. A Deficiency which completely removed Ten-a (see below), as well as two lethal Ten-a EY00353-revertants, showed no message in the males according to the RT-PCR products covering exons 4 and 5 (Fig. 2B ). This is in contrast to wild type strains, and to a strain carrying a Deficiency (Df(1)RC29) deleting a region neighboring Ten-a. Their non-GFP bearing males show the expected cDNA based, reverse transcriptase dependent, band of 180 bp (Fig. 2B ). In line with the loss of detectable expression seen using the ''exons 4-5'' product, significant reduction for the 327 bp ''exons 8-9'' gauged expression occurs for excision induced lesions Ten-a 138 and Ten-a 367 (Fig. 2B ). Corroborating this, the CNS expression associated with Ten-a exons is lost or markedly reduced in the excision mutants. When the downstream ''exons 4-5'' and ''exons 8-9'' products are used as hybridization probes, significant loss of CNS expression is seen in Ten-a 367 males (males selected for absence of GFP, Section 4; Fig. 2C , a and c), but not in wild type sibs (Fig. 2C, b and d) . Further, antibodies produced against the 180 aa of Ten-a just before the EGF repeats (corresponding to exon 4) detect no nervous system Ten-a protein in Ten-a 367 males (Fig. 2D , a-d), as opposed to the expected pattern seen in wild type GFP carrying siblings (Fig. 2D , e-h). All of this suggests that, in addition to exon 1d, some crucial regulatory region or mechanism is also impacted by these small deletions (see Section 3). Loss of Ten-a expression provides strong evidence for the assignment of EY00353 revertants as Ten-a mutants.
2.5. EY00353 revertants, and Df chromosomes removing Ten-a, do not cause a significant zygotic P-R phenotype
We examined EY00353 lethal revertants, as well as Deficiencies (Dfs) that remove the chromosomal region that contains Ten-a (inferred 11A6-12 from genome sequence), to ascertain whether they showed any early (embryonic) phenotypes consistent with expectations for an Odz/Tenm family gene. Initially, we established which Deficiency chromosomes in the region remove Ten-a. This was an open question specifically for three Deficiencies with assigned right-side breakpoints at 11A7-8 (see Table 1 ). Multiplex PCRs on single embryos, and quantitative Southern analyses on adults, were employed to clarify whether Ten-a was deleted in each Deficiency (see Section 4). The PCR and Southern techniques gave fully corroborated results. First, they validated expectations for all of the Deficiencies whose breakpoints left no doubt as to whether Ten-a fell within their breakpoints (assuming the Ten-a assignment of 11A6-12; Table 1 ). Second, both methods showed that the three Deficiencies with a published right breakpoint of 11A7-8 do also, in fact, each delete Ten-a (Table 1 ). This affords smaller Deficiency intervals for Ten-a null studies, and refines the boundaries for these Deficiencies as genetic tools.
None of the above Ten-a Dfs display any obvious pairrule phenotype on their own, as observed in male embryos whose only X chromosomes carry the Deficiencies deleting Ten-a (e.g. Fig. 3A, d ). It must be noted that male embryos carrying these Deficiencies do display the striking head and thorax phenotype of the nearby, also deleted, twisted gastrulation (tsg-) gene, which resides at 11A3 (Fig. 3A, d-f ). It must also be noted that there is a very low penetrance of subtle segmentation-defective phenotypes, including Fig. 2 . Inexact excisions of the viable Ten-a P-element insertion EY00353 create a series of incomplete excisions, small deletions, and a lack of Ten-a expression in mutants. (A) The genomic structure in 11 EY00353 inexact excision lines is shown in the vicinity of exon 1d, as determined by Southern analyses and PCRs which used the diagrammed primers, a-f (see Section 4). Six lines are lethals as marked, and all unmarked are semi-lethal. (B) Ten-a RNA expression levels were assessed by RT-PCR performed on equivalent amounts of total RNA from populations of Deficiency or Ten-a mutation bearing male embryos (as distinguished using a GFP Balancer chromosome, see Section 4). Lines used were: wild type, Samarkand; Df(1)RC29, a Deficiency from 11A1 to 11A4 that does not remove Ten-a; Df(1)KA6, a Deficiency from 11A1 to 11A8 that removes Ten-a; and the lethal inexact excision alleles Ten-a 138 and Ten-a
367
. The RT-PCRs were performed to assess messages from two distinct downstream regions: exons 4 to 5, and exons 8 to 9 (see Section 4). Black arrow: the Ten-a RT-PCR products. Arrowhead: rp49 gene RT-PCR product used as internal control for RNA levels. (C) Offspring embryos from Ten-a 367 /GFP stocks were separated according to GFP expression, then treated for in situ hybridizations using probes based on downstream Ten-a exons 4 to 5, or exons 8 to 9. (D) Offspring embryos from Ten-a 367 /GFP stocks were processed for triple immunofluorescence using: an anti-EGF antibody (green); an anti-Ten-a antibody (red); and anti-commisural axon antibody (BP102, blue). Ten-a 367 /Y males are distinguished by their lack of GFP, which all other offspring carry on at least one balancer chromosome. An example of a GFP positive and negative embryo are shown. As with Odz, Ten-a protein is expressed in the commisural axons while its RNA is expressed in cell bodies, and its mutant allele shows disrupted CNS order.
partial 'fusions' of denticle band pairs in the register seen for odz mutations (not shown). The lack of a conspicuous zygotic segmentation gene in this genome interval, however, agrees with what had already been established (Wieschaus et al., 1984) . Consequently, there is no expectation that Ten-a could be a purely zygotic P-R gene with a prominent segmentation phenotype (see Fig. 3A, g ). The Ten-a P-element revertant lethals nonetheless do also, like the Deficiencies, show subtle segmentation defects at very low frequency, in the segmental register seen for odz mutations (not shown).
Ten-a mutants enhance an odz embryonic weak segmentation phenotype
Many Drosophila odz (Ten-m) mutant alleles have been isolated, all of which are lethal. Near null mutations give an unambiguous P-R gene phenotype (odz allele l(3)5309 - Fig. 3A, c) , whereas cuticle exoskeletons for most hypomorphic alleles are normal, or nearly normal (odz allele l(3)844 - Fig. 3A, b) . From extensive experience and screening, we had seen that the odz hypomorphic cuticle phenotypes are enhanced only by very rare second locus mutations. Nonetheless, all of the Ten-a deleting Deficiencies altered the weak odz (odz 844 ) cuticle phenotype, enhancing it to a full blown, obvious pair-rule phenotype (compare segments, as most easily discerned by denticle bands, in Fig. 3A, b versus Fig. 3A, f) . The control Df(1)RC29 Deficiency, which only deletes genes neighboring Ten-a, does not enhance odz 844 (compare segments in Fig. 3A, versus Fig. 3A, e) . Instead, the tsg phenotype appears overlayed with an odz 844 weak phenotype: a partial fusion of abdominal segments A4 and A5 (Fig. 3A, e) .
The lethal revertant alleles of EY00353 also have this rare second site odz phenotype modifier ability. As an example, the segmentation severity that Ten-a 367 enhancement bestows (compare Fig. 3A , b (odz 844 alone) and 3A, g (Ten-a 367 alone) to 3A, h (double mutant)), equals that afforded by the Deficiency chromosomes. This indicates that Ten-a is the gene in this genetic interval that cooperates with odz in exerting a pair-rule phenotype. The penetrance of this enhancement is high. In self crosses of double odz 844 /Ten-a heterozygotes, seven sixteenths of the offspring should die at embryonic stages due to the homozygosity of one or both of the mutations. Approximately 11% of this dead population is expected to give a weak cuticle phenotype due to the incomplete penetrance of odz 844 alone. This is because only approximately 20% of odz 844 / odz 844 homozygotes give a discernable weak segmentation phenotype, rather than an apparently wild type cuticle (see Section 4; Levine et al., 1997a) . Among the population of lethal embryos (n = 1525), 5% showed a weak phenotype, and 2.7% showed a strong full pair-rule phenotype, which is never seen (<0.1%) for odz 844 homozygotes alone. If Ten-a 367 only enhances the segmentation phenotype of those embryos already showing that of odz 844 , then the effect is nearly fully penetrant. The enhancement penetrance of Ten-a 367 is therefore quite significant.
odz and Ten-a exert their downstream influence on segmentation through transcription
Segment polarity (SP) genes, among them engrailed, wingless, gooseberry, and sloppy paired (slp), are down regulated in odz-mutants (Baumgartner et al., 1994) . The regulation of slp by odz is particularly unambiguous, with a complete absence of Slp protein in the seven odd parasegments of extended germ band embryos (Baumgartner et al., 1994) . These odz dependent stripes, in contrast to the seven even parasegment slp stripes, are also fully dependent on the pair-rule genes runt and odd paired (opa) (see Swantek and Gergen, 2004) . Expression of slp RNA in all odd parasegments initiates at the onset of gastrulation ( Fig. 3B, a; arrowheads), between the earlier appearing, bolder, even parasegment stripes. This odd parasegment expression is unaffected in Ten-a mutants. However, it does not initiate at gastrulation in the strong odz 5309 allele mutant (Fig. 3B, c) , nor does it appear at all subsequently. In the weak odz 844 allele mutant, the odd parasegment slp RNA initiates expression at the proper time, but at a consistently reduced strength (Fig. 3B, b) . However, the Ten-a 367 -odz 844 allelic combination that led to a full blown pair-rule cuticle phenotype (Fig. 3A, h ) displays no initiation or subsequent expression of odd parasegment slp RNA (Fig. 3B, d ).
In the self crosses of double odz/Ten-a heterozygotes performed to observe the enhancement, one sixteenth of the offspring embryos are Ten-a 367 -odz 844 double mutants. Of 1080 age-staged hybridized embryos, 390 were of the 
The PCR amplifications were: begin, exon 1e; middle, exon 13; end, exon 15.
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precise proper age (stage 6) to score the severity of their odd parasegment slp expression initiation. Of these, one sixteenth showed no initiation of odd parasegment slp expression (24 observed -6.1%). This is in contrast to odz 844 mutants, which virtually never show this severe odd parasegment slp loss. The time resolution for observing slp RNA expressed during germ band extension covers only several minutes. Thus the regulatory impact of odz 
and Ten-a during this period, in which slp RNA is first transcribed, is most likely exerted through direct influence on transcription (see Section 3).
Germ line clone derived Ten-a À embryos display segmentation phenotypes
The striking enhancement of odz hypomorphic mutations' phenotypes by mutations that removed or disrupted Ten-a is consistent with data suggesting that Odz and Tena can form heterodimers (unpublished), as has been established for all four vertebrate homologs (Feng et al., 2002) . This suggests a direct role of Ten-a in a complex which impacts segmentation. The inference remained that complete loss of Ten-a activity, including from maternal stores, might by itself lead to significant segmentation defects. We established, through in situ hybridizations, that Ten-a transcripts are uniformly distributed throughout the early syncitial embryo. We also saw, through semi-quantitative RT-PCR, that the levels of Ten-a RNA in 0-1 and 0-2 (ael) hour embryo collections are at least as abundant as in later zygotically driven expression (not shown). We consequently created germ line clones (GLCs) using the Tena 367 mutation after it was homologously recombined onto a chromosome bearing an FRT (flippase recombination target) element just distal to the X-centromere (Chou and Perrimon, 1992) . These chromosomes were used, in conjunction with inducible flippase and an X chromosome carrying the identical FRT and Ovo D2 , to induce heterozygous females to exclusively produce eggs endowed with no maternal or zygotic contribution of functional Ten-a.
These Ten-a germ line clone derived embryos showed extensive segmentation disruption phenotypes, and head defects (Fig. 4) . The most severely affected embryos show a full pair-rule phenotype, with 'fusions' of all odd segments to even numbered segments (Fig. 4c) . This is the register of fusions observed for odz zygotic mutations (compare Fig. 4c to Fig. 3A, c) , and the phenotype resembles that of the odz null. Embryos with less than a 'full-blown' null pair-rule phenotype were more frequently observed (Fig. 4a, b) . These presented themselves as cuticles with a limited number of pairwise 'fusions' that were in the segmental register observed for odz hypomorphic alleles (Fig. 3A, b; see Levine et al., 1997a) . We assume that these non-amorphic phenotypes appear because of the non-null nature of the Ten-a 367 allele mutation, and/or due to partial zygotic rescue bestowed by the fathers to female embryos. From a collection of scored GLC derived embryo cuticles (n = 175), 20% showed a severe pair-rule phenotype, 24% a nonamorphic segmentation phenotype, and 56% showed no segmentation defects. Therefore, elements of phenotypic variability and incomplete penetrance of the Ten-a allele used, and of possible zygotic rescue, can all be considered as factors contributing to this distribution of phenotypes. Only GLC experiments with a Ten-a null and a marked parental balancer chromosome will clarify the relative contributions of maternal and zygotic Ten-a to segmentation. All told though, Ten-a can be considered a segmentation (P-R) gene with a maternal contribution component, like other gene precedents (e.g. Hacker et al., 1997; Gerlitz and Basler, 2002) . Expression data, and subsequently odz disruption and clone data, show that odz is necessary for patterning in the eye (Levine et al., 1997b; Kinel-Tahan et al., 2007) . Ten-a is expressed in eye discs (not shown) and its mutants also demonstrate a role in patterning of the eye. Two semilethal Ten-a lines show eye roughness defects, both in males and in homozygous females (Fig. 5B and C) . Consistent features include ommatidial order defects, ommatidial fusions, eye sensory bristle loss, and occasional supernumerary sensory bristles. Transheterozygous combinations of odz alleles and lethal Ten-a alleles, that each alone do not display mutant phenotypes, confer the same eye phenotypes (see Fig. 5D and E). This further attests to the participation of Ten-a in patterning, and to its cooperation with odz.
Discussion
Lesions in Ten-a affect viability
We have described lethal and semi-lethal mutations caused by small deletions that remove a region containing an exon of an alternative splice form of Ten-a transcripts. It is likely that it will be necessary to examine mutations that disrupt exons shared between all of the splice forms in order to see truly amorphic phenotypic consequences. Nonetheless, the levels of all tested Ten-a transcripts are 
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reduced significantly in the small lethal deletions. This is documented by RT-PCRs performed on RNA from postgastrulation male embryos, a stage when any maternal stores should be exhausted. A lack of transcripts was shown using a primer pair bridging the fourth to fifth exons, and a significant reduction was shown using a primer pair bridging the eighth to ninth exons, in coding regions shared by essentially all protein forms of Ten-a. The loss of transcripts, and the phenotypes affecting viability, are not likely due solely to the consequences of the loss of exon 1d. Rather, we assume that some crucial regulatory region or elements must be impacted by these small deletions.
Ten-a encodes a series of different, distinct, proteins
There are predicted full length Ten-a proteins that span the original CG15733, CG12720, and Ten-a annotations, as well as full length Ten-a proteins that are derived from only the original Ten-a annotation's exons. Yet other transcripts encode both a full length Ten-a protein as well as exons in the transcript's 5 0 UTR with capacity to direct attenuated translation of smaller upstream gene products. This implies the possible alternative translation of cryptic regulatory short polypeptides from the transcript versus the full Ten-a protein reading frame, through regulation of the utilization of IRES sequences (see Kozak, 2003; Hellen and Sarnow 2001) . Perhaps most intriguing is the existence of protein domains (domains of the original CG12720 annotation's exons) that appear alternatively in the attenuated polypeptide products from some transcripts, and at other times as the N-terminus of full length Ten-a protein from other transcripts. It should be noted that these N-terminal regions are among the most poorly conserved among proteins in the family, so that inferences for other homologs can not immediately be drawn. What is shared among all homologs are proportionately very large 5 0 introns among all sequenced species (except for C. elegans, which employs trans-splicing). This implies further extensive regulation in the 5 0 region of the genes, as do IRES sequences resident in the most upstream exons (e.g. for odz; Levine et al., 1997a; and see below) .
Among the alternatively spliced messages uncovered, there are encoded proteins lacking the hydrophobic domain close to the N-terminus present in all family homologs, and others with only a subset of the EGF-like repeats. These many variations are reminiscent of reports of Odz/ Tenm protein variants in other metazoans (Otaki and Firestein, 1999; Lossie et al., 2005) . The existence of varied validated Mouse Odz4 proteins, from different regions of the gene and of different lengths, emphasizes the complexity of the gene products deriving from Odz/Tenm family loci (Lossie et al., 2005) . Ultimately, the many optional messages support new predictions for membrane-bound and other deployments for different variants of these proteins. Perhaps these variants and isoforms can explain the differing and sometimes mutually exclusive results that have been reported for proteins of this family in the past (Dgany and Wides, 2002; Bagutti et al., 2003; Otaki and Firestein, 1999; Oohashi et al., 1999) . The multiple splice variants and resulting protein forms can explain the different biochemical, immunocytochemical, and membrane deployment observations that have been made for this family's homolog gene products.
Ten-a as a pair-rule gene
Ten-a impacts proper segmentation through both zygotic and maternal contributions. It zygotically enhances a weak odz cuticle phenotype with high penetrance. In germ line clones it leads to a very strong, if not canonical, pairrule phenotype likely caused by maternal and zygotic contributions. This occurs in a minority of the embryos, in a population that includes those with weak and no segmentation phenotypes. Both maternal and zygotic activities appear necessary, but a clearcut 'ratio' of weights of these two contributions will likely only be clear when null Ten-a mutations will be examined.
The germ line mosaic derived embryos deprived of Ten-a contribution provide evidence that activity from the Ten-a gene locus is necessary for segmentation at the pair-rule stage of segmentation. These embryos display a full-blown pair-rule phenotype in the same register as odz mutants. This case of a gene displaying a maternally dependent P-R phenotype is rare, but has been seen previously in kismet (Daubresse et al., 1999) . It is likely that Ten-a acts in a direct manner, and not through downstream events, such as is the case for kismet. This is most evident from the disruption of slp expression in the odd parasegments of embryos mutant for odz and Ten-a. Striped slp RNA expression is not initiated, most likely due to the involvement of these paralogous gene products in transcription.
Ten-a À mutants and Deficiency chromosomes zygotically enhanced weak odz segmentation phenotypes in a highly specific manner. We have indications of Odz and Ten-a proteins forming heterodimers (unpublished), as has been well established for the four vertebrate homologs (Feng et al., 2002) . The segmentation phenotypes of each gene's mutations are in the same segmental register, and essentially are identical. Therefore, whether or not they prove to act as dimer proteins in this context, they are at least involved in the same process at the same time. Our conjecture is that both of the two gene products are necessary for a concerted, coordinated activity that contributes to proper segmentation at the P-R stage. While each alone can cause the 'odd-fused' phenotype in the proper zygotic or maternal mutant context, we assume that mutants of each deplete the same active complex. Given the Ten-a maternal contribution, it is possible that the Ten-a protein is ubiquitous throughout the early embryo. We therefore envision the region of activity of both family-paralogs as spatially delimited to the striped domain of deployment of the Odz protein in the context of segmentation (Levine et al., 1994) .
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slp expression in odd parasegments requires Runt and Odd paired (Opa) activity (Swantek and Gergen, 2004) , as opposed to slp expression's dependence on Hairy and Ftz in even parasegments. We have shown that the initiation of the odd parasegment expression is also dependent on Odz and Ten-a. The Odz striped domain covers odd parasegments, whereas Runt is expressed in the posterior half of the odd parasegment and anterior half of the even parasegment, and whereas Opa and Ten-a are ubiquitous. The domain of Odz and Runt expression overlap is therefore in the posterior half of the odd parasegment. This overlap corresponds to the unique domain of slp odd parasegment transcriptional activation (see Swantek and Gergen; 2004) . A complex, or confluence of activities, of: the two Odz/Tenm family homologs; Runt; and Opa can be envisioned turning on slp expression and provide an excellent context to be followed in order to establish the nature of downstream outcomes of odz homologs' activities. Whether the two Tenm/Odz paralogs' proteins interact directly with Runt and Opa in transcription, or whether they initiate a chain of interactions that results in these transcription factors' alterations, must still be clarified (Bagutti et al., 2003; Dgany and Wides, 2002) . It is also an alternative possibility that Odz and Ten-a influence the levels of odd parasegment slp RNA post-transcriptionally, for instance through an effect on slp transcript stability.
Odz family members as atypical P-R genes
The atypical nature of odz and Ten-a as P-R genes extends to more than their proteins' structures and subcellular deployment. These are extremely large genes, transcribing larger than 120 kb nascent messages. This is essentially unheard of for early segmentation genes in Drosophila, where their nascent transcript sizes cluster around 2 kb (Shermoen and O'Farrell, 1991) . At a transcription rate of 1.4 kb per minute, interphase lengths as short as 3.5 min during syncitial blastoderm, and evident transcription abortion at each mitosis, transcription units are thought to be limited to 5 kb in order to function at early embryonic stages (Shermoen and O'Farrell, 1991) . This size restriction was shown to be the causal difference between knirps acting as a segmentation gapgene, versus knirps-related only functioning at later stages, due to its larger transcript size (Rothe et al., 1992) .
This renders Ten-a and odz zygotic gene function complex to invoke, given the 1.5 h needed to transcribe them. They are proposed to act first at the cellular blastoderm, given the first appearance of Odz protein, given the timing of appearance of genes proven downstream to them, and given their cell-transmembrane deployment. Yet even the cycle 14 interphase is not clearly adequate to allow for synthesis of their full transcription unit. Instead it is most likely that the key regulatory step to produce these proteins, when needed just post-cellularization, is translation of partial messages or pre-existing messages. For odz, RNA has never been observed in a stripewise manner in the cellular blastoderm, unlike the seven observed stripes of protein (Levine et al., 1994; Baumgartner et al., 1994) . This implies possible regulated translation, which can be consistent with the presence of IRES sequences in Odz transcripts. We have shown that Ten-a has a maternally provided component, but have not examined whether or not odz does. In both cases, the zygotic contribution is unquestionably critical, raising the possibility that some length transcript form is adequately synthesized at cellular blastoderm. How this compliments gene activity afforded by the maternal contribution will need to be clarified in future work.
3.5. Ten-a as a patterning gene at later stages, in concert with odz
Phenotypes of Ten-a mutant eyes, and of Ten-a plus odz transhetereozygous combinations, attest to the importance of Ten-a in this second tissue system. Given the nature of the phenotypes, and within the context of what is known about Odz function, the importance of Ten-a in these cases is likely to center on its patterning roles. The strong phenotypes of transheterozygous combinations of odz and Ten-a alleles, that each alone display no eye phenotypes, suggest that they cooperate closely in eye patterning. Thus Ten-a is a maternally required pair-rule gene with likely far reaching patterning dimensions in many contexts. Our understanding of Odz/Tenm family contributions to metazoan patterning can now be furthered in a system in which all (both) members can now be coordinately manipulated and studied.
Experimental procedures
Fly stocks
Drosophila melanogaster stocks were maintained at 25°C on standard corn meal-yeast-agar medium. The EY00353 P-element insertion line was a gift of the lab of H. Bellen (Bellen et al., 2004) . X chromosome transposition and Deficiency lines in the Ten-a region: Tp(1;2)v + 65b,lz 628 is an EMS induced hypomorph on an FRT third chromosome, and odz l(3)844 and odz l(3)5309 are as previously described (Levine et al., 1994) . The line FM6, y 1 dm + w 1 /Dp(1;y)y + carrying a non-lethal X chromosome balancer, is as described (Peter et al., 2002) . Ten-a mutant lines balanced by a GFP-marked chromosome were produced through crosses between each Ten-a mutant allele (or X chromosome Deficiency) and the Df(1) 6C-190, w 1118 /FM7c, P{w +mC =GAL4-Kr.C}DC1, P{w +mC =UAS-GFP.S65T}DC5, sn line (obtained from Bloomington), followed by backcrosses for balancing.
R E T R A C T E D
Creation of EY00353 revertants
To mobilize the P-element, male Dr/TMS Sb P{ry + -D 2-3}99B flies harboring transposase on the third chromosome were crossed with EY00353 females homozygous for the P-element with a white (w + ) marker at 11A. F 1 generation Sb males, carrying the transposase, were crossed with females homozygous for an FM6, y 1 dm + w 1 balancer X chromosome that carries a dominant Bar (B) eye marker. From the 32,000 total F 2 generation offspring, 1,800 Bar females with w À eyes (denoting excision of the EY00353 P-element) not harboring Sb, and therefore transposase, were collected. These 1800 females were pair-crossed to males carrying the FM6 balancer X chromosome. Lines with substantially reduced numbers of non-Bar male offspring, relative to their male Bar sibs, were retained as those bearing desired inexactly excised, subviable, 11A X chromosome mutations. Those lines with no male Bar + sibs indicated a lethal excision mutation event.
Enhancement of odz
844 weak embryonic cuticle phenotype by Dfs, EY00353 revertants FM7 balanced females heterozygous for putative lethal Ten-a mutations or Df chromosomes which remove Ten-a were crossed to yw; odz 844 /TM3 males to create a doubly balanced transheterozygous line for each chosen Ten-a mutation. Selfed crosses of these lines yielded inviable male embryos that had mutant Ten-a contribution from the X chromosome and were either heterozygous or homozygous for odz
844
. Embryonic cuticles of the inviable progeny were prepared by standard methods and were examined (Wieschaus and NussleinVolhard, 1986) , bearing in mind the expected genotype ratios. In the case of double odz 844 /Ten-a heterozygotes, seven sixteenths of the offspring should die at embryonic stages. Three out of seven should be homozygous for Ten-a only, showing no cuticle phenotype. Three out of seven should be homozygous for odz 844 only, showing at most a weak cuticle phenotype of two ''fused'' denticle bands, but showing no discernable segmentation phenotype in approximately 80% of the homozygotes (Levine et al., 1997a) . In total, four sevenths, or 57%, of the embryos are homozygous for odz
. Factoring in the 20% penetrance of the odz 844 weak cuticle phenotype, approximately 11% of this dead population is expected to give a weak cuticle phenotype due to the incomplete penetrance of odz 844 alone. Only one out of seven inviable embryos, or 14.3%, should be double mutants, with the possibility to show an enhanced cuticle phenotype. Due to the incomplete penetrance of odz
, only one in five of these (approximately 3% of the total) should show any cuticle phenotype due to odz contribution alone.
Germ line clones of Ten-a
The lethal mutant allele Ten-a 367 was recombined onto an X chromosome carrying an FRT element close to the centromere from the line y w v 24 P[mini w 38 females. Once heat shocked twice for 90 min as larvae, these females produced eggs maternally and zygotically bereft of Ten-a. Crosses performed yielded females with a paternal zygotic contribution of Ten-a, and males with none, for cuticle phenotype examination.
Ten-a post-embryonic phenotype assessment
Heterozygous females from lethal Ten-a mutant lines, as well as homozygous females, heterozygous females, and males from semi-lethal Ten-a mutant lines, were examined for post-embryonic morphological defects at high penetrance. In addition, adult flies transheterozygous for Ten-a and odz alleles were examined. Ommatidial phenotypes, as visualized by SEM micrographs of compound eyes, were examined. 4.6. DNA, RNA, and protein techniques 4.6.1. General techniques and bioinformatics Southern analyses, DNA sequencing, PCR, RT-PCR, developmental dot blots, and molecular cloning were carried out by standard methods. Drosophila melanogaster genomic DNA from the Ten-a gene and its environs was obtained from BDGP resources as the Drosophila BAC RP98-36C7, whose insert contains basepairs correlating to DNA Accession AE014298.4, bp 12075444 to bp 12261272. The annotations contributing to the subsequently merged Ten-a are: CG15733 (protein gi: 24641503); CG12720 (protein gi: 7292754), and Ten-a-CG32659 (protein gi: 24641507) from genome DNA Accession AE014298.4 (gi: 113193577). The new Ten-a cDNA sequences (below) have been assigned the Accession Numbers DQ081227-DQ081233 for transcripts II-VIII.
Determination of chromosomal Deficiency extents
Deficiency chromosomes were examined for the absence of Ten-a through multiplex PCR of the genomic DNA of many individual embryos, including nonviable embryos. DNA primer pairs were used for the 5 0 end, middle, and 3 0 end (exons 1e, 13, and 15) of the Ten-a gene: cctgcaattgccattaacaataataatag and ctggaatggttcggctcgtgggc; cgatgaaacccaacatggacagcac and aacagtccacgccctggtagcca; and gatctctgcacgttttggccttgg and gccagcggcattgtaacgatatacg, respectively. Primer pairs were used as a control to amplify NFAT from chromosome region 12A -to verify X chromosome PCR success: ggtgcacaagtttattgacgagctg and cgtgactgtgaccatgatgaccatg. KL_5 from the Y chromosome -to identify males, was amplified using the primers: gaatatacgaacgacgttagtgcacac and aatctagagccgatgccgatgaatg. Amplification of tsg from 11A4 -to establish whether the X chromosome in the male embryos bore a Deficiency, was effected using the primers: aagaatccatagagcggcacatcgt and gctcatgtgcttctggaagattgacg. Single males with a Deficiency in the region were identified through multiplex PCRs yielding NFAT and KL_5 products, and lacking tsg products. The presence or absence of PCR products for Ten-a in these verified Deficiency carrying male embryos indicated whether or not the Deficiencies deleted Ten-a.
The results were corroborated with quantitative Southern analyses, in which heterozygous adult females carrying the Deficiencies across from a balancer were assessed for strength of bands hybridizing to Ten-a probes. They were scored as hybridizing at a strength reflecting one versus two carried copies of Ten-a, relative to a control locus appearing as two copies in all fly lines.
Determination of EY00353 excision extents
The extents of deletions or incomplete excisions resulting from inexact excisions of P-element EY00353 were determined by altered migration of target bands in Southerns and PCRs. Southern analyses were carried out using an ApaI 5.4 kb genomic fragment, which spans the EY00353 element insertion site, on DNA restricted with either ApaI or XhoI. These genomic DNA samples were from: females homozygous for, or males hemizygous for, the semi-lethal mutations; and from females heterozygous for the lethal mutations. PCRs on DNA from revertant lines were performed using oligonucleotide primers annealing approximately 3.5 kb, 2 kb, and 100 bp upstream of the P insertion site: ctttatcctgacccactccc; gaacaacagaaacct gtggcggc; and gatggatggatagtagggatcggg, respectively, labeled as primers a, b, and c. Altered mobility PCR products were detected when these primers were used in combinations with reverse primers to assess deletion extents. The reverse primers, at a distance of approximately 100 bp, 2 kb, and 3.5 kb 'downstream' of insertion P-EY00353 were, respectively: ggagcgtgt ggtagggaaaggg; ctctatatgcctataaatccatccgc; and tcaatttgtgcgctcgattttc; labeled as primers d, e, and f. The PCRs were carried out on DNA of homozygous adult females, in the cases of semi-viable mutations, and on heterozygous adult females, for the lethal mutations.
In situ hybridizations, RT-PCRs, and immunocytochemistry
Probes covering exons 1b, 4-5, 8-9, 15 , and other regions of Ten-a were prepared for standard in situ hybridizations of whole-mount embryos (Tautz and Pfeifle, 1989) . Whole-mount in situs were also performed on populations of offspring from Ten-a 367 /Balancer-GFP stocks that were separated on the basis of GFP expression using a fluorescent binocular R E T R A C T E D micoscope (see below). The probes were Digoxygenin (DIG) labeled by PCRs, or by random priming of purified fragments of genomic or cDNA sequences. The same probes were labeled with 32 P and were used for developmental dot blot analyses of RNA from wild type lines. Probes for sloppy paired (slp) in situ hybridizations on whole-mount embryos (Tautz and Pfeifle, 1989) were prepared by PCR DIG labeling from genomic DNA template using the primers aatcttggcagtcggcgcagaac and ctctcggctggcaggaatccttcttc. These in situ hybridizations were carried out on embryos from timed, synchronized, egg lays which were then examined, bearing in mind their expected genotype ratios.
Whole RNA extracted from embryos was used as template for RT-PCRs using combinations of a variety of primers derived from regions surrounding the CG15733, CG12720, and Ten-a genome annotations. These included both single RT-PCRs, in addition to nested PCRs carried out on the initial RT-PCR products. Primers were derived from regions covering the present exon numbers 1a-e, exons 2-5, and intervening sequences with: forward primers tttcccaacagcagcagcag, gatggcggtctggaaaatatc, ttcacagacccaccatca cc, tgtcccttcgcaagcattcc, aggagaagggtgaccagaag, cctgcaattgccattaacaataat aatag, gacgcactggatcgtcgaac, and gactcactggatcgtcgaac; and reverse primers cgttgcgttcgctcttgtcg, ctggaatggttcggctcgtgggc, acgcgtgcatttccaggaacatcgg, aacagtccacgccctggtagcca, aacagtccacgccctggtagcca, gcacagaaccggacagacg, aatcatcatcgccgctgtcc, and cgaaacggtggatactttcag. Sequencing of products was carried out using appropriate primers.
4.6.5. Ten-a RNA expression in revertants, and quantitation of RNA alternative splice forms Ten-a À fly strains balanced with GFP-marked chromosomes (see above) yielded male embryos that display no GFP expression, and are therefore distinguishable from all of their siblings from these stocks' offspring. A population of these non-GFP males was separated from all other embryos at a stage that they were still viable (5 h after egg-laying (ael)). The RNA of this group was then extracted, and was analyzed by RT-PCR. The primers were: gtctacaatgacgagctggtggcc, which resides in exon 4 of Ten-a as a forward primer; and gcacagaaccggacagacg, residing in exon 5 of Ten-a as a reverse primer. Also used were: gctgcgaaaatggttgctctc, which resides in exon 8 of Ten-a as a forward primer; and ggcatacgactg caccgag, residing in exon 9 of Ten-a as a reverse primer. The ribosomal protein gene rp49 was co-amplified from all samples as an un-varying internal RNA template control. The PCRs were carried out for 30 cycles, using Taq polymerase, and were analyzed on ethidium bromide stained agarose gels. For comparing levels of different transcript forms in wild type embryos, a similar RT-PCR regimen was performed. Semi-quantitative PCR for selected transcript RT-PCR products was carried out using an internal rp49 amplification loading control in a 30 cycle reaction. The relative molar transcript abundances were determined by normalizing each transcript's RT-PCR signal for size and for amount of rp49 internal standard product. The primers used for these reactions were: cgaaacggtggatactttcag and gacggcattcgatacccaac for the ''exons 1a-b'' product (266 bp transcript product versus 1797 bp genomic product); gcatttccaggaacatcgg and aggagaagggtgaccagaag for the ''exons 1b-c-2-3'' product (456 bp transcript product versus 79,990 bp genomic product); ccacccgtgcgaaatatctac and gctgagtgggaattacgcaac for the ''exons 1e-2'' product (321 bp transcript product versus 43,892 bp genomic product); primers as above for the ''exons 4-5'' product (178 bp transcript product versus 332 bp genomic product), and primers as above for the ''exons 8-9'' product (327 bp transcript product versus 468 bp genomic product).
A polyclonal antibody was raised against 180 aa of Ten-a just N-terminal to the first EGF repeat, that was expressed as a 6· His bacterial fusion protein. This was raised in guinea pigs and was purified as previously described . Offspring embryos from Ten-a 367 / Balancer-GFP stocks (above) were triple stained with this guinea pig anti-Ten-a antibody, rabbit Anti-GFP antibody (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR; catalog number A11122), and mouse monoclonal antibody BP102 (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), which highlights CNS commisure tracts. These primary antibodies were followed by incubation with a donkey anti-mouse Cy5 linked secondary antibody, a donkey anti-rabbit Cy2 linked secondary antibody, and a donkey anti-guinea pig Cy3 linked secondary antibody (all from Jackson Laboratories, West Grove, PA).
